ALEXA PENAVEGA, CARLOS PENAVEGA AND ERIK ESTRADA STAR IN
‘PICTURE PERFECT MYSTERIES: DEAD OVER DIAMONDS’
A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING FEBRUARY 16, ON HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES

STUDIO CITY, CA – January 30, 2020 – Alexa PenaVega (Spy Kids franchise), Carlos PenaVega (“Big Time Rush”) and Erik Estrada (“CHiPs”) star in “Picture Perfect Mysteries: Dead Over Diamonds,” a new original premiering Sunday, February 16 (9 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Movies & Mysteries. This is the second installment in the network’s new “Picture Perfect Mysteries” franchise.

After covering the opening of an exhibit of a priceless art collection, professional photographer Allie Adams (Alexa PenaVega) finds herself embroiled in the mystery surrounding the theft of a valuable necklace. When her unorthodox investigation uncovers a murder that is tied to the theft, Allie shares her findings with Willow Haven P.D.’s newest detective, Sam Acosta (Carlos PenaVega). While the two work together to identify and bring the killer to justice -- despite Sam’s reluctance to allow Allie’s involvement in his case -- Sam’s Uncle Luis (Estrada), returns from his early retirement to give Sam a hand with his home renovation, along with plenty of unsolicited advice.

“Picture Perfect Mysteries: Dead Over Diamonds” is from Crown Media Productions, LLC. James Wilberger is executive producer. Vicki Sotheran and Greg Malcolm are producers. Ron Oliver directed from a script by Marcy Holland.
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